User Notification of Take-back Service
To All Purchasers in United States:
DT Research, Inc. (hereafter referred to as “DTR”) believes in providing our all purchasers with easy-to-use solutions to
recycle your DTR-brand products registered against 1680.1-2018 for free. DTR understands the institutional customers
will likely be recycling multiple items at once and as such. DTR wants to make the recycling process for these larger
shipments as streamlined as possible. DTR works with recycling vendors with the highest standards for protecting our
environment, ensuring worker safety, and complying with global environmental laws. Our commitment to recycling our
old equipment grows out of our work to protect the environment in many ways.
Please see the product type below for information on DTR products, battery and packaging recycling in USA.

For Product Recycling:
Your portable DTR products contain hazardous materials. While they pose no risk to you during normal use, they
should never be disposed with other wastes. DTR provides a free take-back service for recycling your DTR products.
Our electronics recycler will provide competitive bids for recycling non-DTR products as well.

For Battery Recycling:
The batteries used to power your portable DTR products contain hazardous materials. While they pose no risk to
you during normal use, they should never be disposed with other wastes. DTR provides a free take-back service for
recycling your batteries from DTR products.

For Packaging Recycling:
DTR has chosen the packaging materials used to transport our products carefully, to balance the requirements of
shipping the product to you safely while minimizing the amount of material used. The materials used in our packaging
are designed to be recycled locally.

DTR offers this take-back service nationwide in USA (see Appendix A). If you have the above for recycling, please
contact us to start the process:
DT Research, Inc.
2000 Concourse Drive, San Jose, CA 95131
Tel: (408)934-6321
Fax: (408)934-6222
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Notice for lithium batteries (not contained in equipment) recycled:
1. Just shipping lithium batteries by ground services in U.S. only
2. All batteries should be packed to eliminate the possibility of a shortcircuit or activation (see below for an example). Ensure no batteries
can come in contact with other batteries, conductive surfaces or
metal objects while in transport.

3. The lithium batteries mark should be on the individual package.

**Please fill in the phone number

Note: The lithium batteries mark must be a minimum dimension of 120 mm wide × 110
mm high and the minimum width of the hatching must be 5 mm. If the size of the
package is not enough, the dimensions of the mark may be reduced to not less than 105
mm wide × 74 mm high.

4. If the overpack is used, the lithium batteries mark and “OVERPACK”
statement should be on the overpack.

